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Show Report: Midland CC of Ireland Show 19/02/2023      Karen Kempsell 

 

Thank you to Carmel and all the show team for inviting me to judge at the show. The show was great, I had a lovely 

day and a lot of fantastic cats to judge, nice to see a different array of furry faces. Thanks also for your wonderful 

hospitality, I think we all had a great time. Many thanks also to my fellow judges for your entertaining company. A 

final and heartfelt thanks to Annette Howard for her stewarding skills,  thorough documentation and also great 

company. I sincerely hope we meet up again sometime soon. 

 

Open Classes 

 

Class M190  Section 3 Hibernian Grand Champion  

1st HiGrCh -  Kisieliene’s GrCh Garfield of Gerulis*LT (BSH b) M 25/05/2017 

 

Head type is good. Rounded contours to the head, with good width across the top between medium sized well-set 

ears. Well-shaped and set round eyes, which could be a tad bigger for perfection, of a mid-gold colour. Chin firm and 

bite level. Profile short and balanced. He has good breadth to the chest and rump,  cobby and weighty in the body, 

and a good size overall. A nice mature boy in his prime with good body type and weight. Reasonably good boning to 

the legs ending in firm round paws. Tail thick at the base and rounded at the tip, of a good balancing length to the 

body. The coat is fairly short and dense, with some feel of resilience in places, but overall a little soft. The coat colour 

is a darker shade of chocolate, with some warmth to it, which is reasonably sound, some minor paling at the roots. 

Coat preparation could have been slightly better on the day, but overall a nice big mature lad, with good head and 

body type and size and a nice temperament, he handled well. Happy to give him his Hibernian GrCh award today.  

 

Class M191  Section 3A Champion  

1st GrCh -  Kisieliene’s Ch Just Enjoy Navahoo (BSH a) M 26/11/2020 

Nice, rounded contours to this boy’s head, with reasonably good width across the top.  Small, neat well-set ears. This 

boy has also well-shaped and set round eyes, of a pleasing  dark-gold colour. Chin firm and bite level. Nice open 

expression. Overall head type is good, although he still looks like he has some maturing to do in the head. 

Reasonably good breadth to chest and rump, and cobbiness in the body, he lacks a little heft at this present time. 

Standing low on fairly well boned legs with nice firm paws. Tail thick at the base and rounded at the tip, of a good 

length to balance the body. The coat is reasonably short , dense and crisp. The coat colour is a mid-shade of blue, 

which pales a little at the roots and is quite silvered. Lovely temperament. Overall, a good-sized boy for his age and 

stage of development, with a little more maturing still to do, but worthy of his award today.  

 

Class M194  British Black Adult  

1st Ch -  Hill’s Pawsome Black Steel (BSH n) M 20/05/2019 

Good overall head type on this boy; rounded contours, with very good width across the top, strength behind the 

muzzle line and well-developed cheeks.  Medium sized, well-set ears. Fairly round well-set eyes, bit of a flat top-line, 

but of a good mid-gold colour. Chin firm and bite level. He is a little heavy-browed, however overall his expression is 

good. Very good breadth to chest and rump,  cobbiness and strength in the body. He is a very good size and weight.  

Standing low on very well-boned legs ending in strong round paws. Tail thick at the base and rounded at the tip, of a 

good length. The coat is very short of a good density and crispness. The coat colour is an inky black, which is sound 

to the roots. Very nice temperament. Overall, a very mature, solid lad, with good type and a really good coat. Well 

presented and in very good condition. I liked him a lot and was pleased to see he was awarded best BSH adult and 

best overall BSH. My pick of the day! 
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2nd    Kimaja’s Furryblisslove Panther Alfie (BSH n) M 19/05/2022 

Reasonably good, rounded contours to the head, with good width across the top between the ears. Medium sized, 

well-set ears. The eye shape is fairly good, and they are well set, however the eye colour is incorrect being mid-to 

light gold in colour around the periphery, but with a strong green rim around the iris. Chin is firm and the bite level 

and his profile and expression are good. Reasonably good breadth to chest and rump and  cobbiness in the body, but 

he is a little on the small side. Legs are reasonably well boned and end in firm round paws. Tail thick at the base, but 

tapers a bit, of a good length. The coat is reasonably short and dense, but a little soft in texture. The coat colour is 

even tone black, which pales very slightly at the roots. A shy lad but handled well and was shown in good condition. 

Overall, a reasonably nice young lad, but with a strong green rim to his eye,  which is a withholding fault in an adult 

and he also had very strong competition from the class winner. 

 

BOB- Hill’s Pawsome Black Steel (BSH n) M 20/05/2019 

 

Class M195  British Chocolate Adult 

BOB only - Kisieliene’s GrCh Garfield of Gerulis*LT (BSH b) M 25/05/2017 (see class M190 above) 

BOB- Kisieliene’s GrCh Garfield of Gerulis*LT (BSH b) M 25/05/2017 

 

Class M197M  British Lilac Adult Male 

1st CC -  Kehoe’s Oscar Samante-Bohemia (BSH c) M 17/04/2022 

Reasonably good, rounded contours to this boy’s head, he is a little long in the nose and his muzzle a tad square. 

Medium-sized ears, slightly flared at base, but otherwise well set. Eyes round and well set but could be a bit larger 

and open for perfection, medium gold in colour.  Chin fairly firm, slopes away a little, bite level. Reasonably good 

open expression. Again, pretty good breadth to chest and rump, and cobbiness in the body, for his age and stage of 

maturity. Fairly well boned legs and firm paws. Tail thick at the base and rounded at the tip, with some shadow tail 

rings. The coat is quite dense, but a little long and soft. The coat colour is a frosty grey, fairly sound, but quite 

silvered. The coat colour could do with a bit more pinky blush for perfection. Overall, a nice tempered lad who 

handled well, but needs time to mature as he is a bit out of kilter at the moment and lacks balance and maturity in 

the head. Sufficient positive points for his CC and BOB today. 

 

Class M197F  British Lilac Adult Female 

1st CC - Hill’s Astralcharm Platinum Passion (BSH c) F 16/05/2022 

Reasonably good roundness contours to her head. Good breadth to the muzzle which is very slightly square. 

Medium-sized well set ears. Firm chin. Bite very slightly over but touching. Eyes reasonably round, a bit obliquely set 

well set  and with a bit of a flat top-line, of a medium gold  colour.  Expression a little closed and she is a little heavy 

browed. Fairly  good breadth to chest and rump, and cobbiness in the body, given her young age. Moderately well 

boned legs and firm paws. Tail thick at the base and rounded at the tip, but a bit short with some shadow tail rings. 

The coat is reasonably dense, but also a little long and soft. The coat colour is a darker shade of lilac which is quite 

sound and unsilvered. Overall, a sweet girl with reasonably type who deserved her 1st and CC today. 

 

2nd  - Kehoe’s Irenovbr Luna (BSH c) F 09/03/2021 

This girls head type is fairly good, but she lacks strength and roundness in the muzzle and has a rather shallow chin.  

Ears are medium in size and fairly well set. Is Bite level. Eyes round, but also a bit obliquely set and also with a flat 

top-line, medium gold in colour.  She is also slightly heavy browed, but otherwise her expression is nice. Reasonable 

breadth to chest and rump, and cobbiness in the body. Fairly well boned legs and firm paws. Tail thick at the base 

but tapers a bit to the tip. The coat is soft, long and lacking density. It lies quite flat down her back. The coat colour is 

a frosty grey, which is a little unsound at the roots and, but fairly un-silvered. The coat colour could also do with a bit 

more pinky blush for perfection. She was very sweet natured, and her head and body type were fair, but her coat 

was not her finest feature, hence her second placing today. 
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BOB - Kehoe’s Oscar Samante-Bohemia (BSH c) M 17/04/2022 

 

Class M199M  British Blue Adult Male 

1st CC -  Kimaja’s Teddybrits Franklin (BSH a) M 15/04/2020 

 

Fairly good head type, he is a little flat on top.  Broad, rounded muzzle. Small, neat well-set ears. Chin a little bit 

shallow, bite level. Nice strength behind the muzzle line. Expression reasonably good and open.  Eyes fairly round 

and well set of a medium deep gold colour.  This boy is well developed,  a good size and has really good body type. 

Nice breadth to chest and rump, strength and cobbiness in the body. Very well boned legs ending in strong round 

paws. Tail thick at the base and fairly rounded at the tip, of a good length to balance the body. The coat is short and 

dense but could be a tad crisper for perfection. The coat colour is a mid to dark blue, which is fairly sound and lightly 

silvered. Overall, a really good sized typy mature boy, well deserving of his 1st place and CC today. 

 

2nd - Kehoe’s Elon Von Shmidt (BSH a) M 24/02/2021 

Head type showing rounded contours with reasonable width  across the top of the head between the ears. He lacks 

a bit of width across the muzzle.   Ears are a little on the large side, and flared at the base, but otherwise well set. 

Chin is a little bit shallow, bite is level.  Eyes round and well-shaped and set of a good dark gold/copper colour.   

This lad is  a reasonable size with fairly good  breadth to his chest and rump  and cobbiness in the body. Well boned 

legs ending in firm paws. Tail thick at the base but tapers a bit at the tip, of a good length. The coat is short, crisp and 

dense. Coat colour is also a mid to dark blue, which pales slightly at the roots and is very lightly silvered. Overall, 

quite a nice lad, with a nice coat, but lacking a bit of maturity. However, his show preparation really  let him down a 

bit today, as he had very heavy staining to the back of his hind legs.  

 

BOB only - Kisieliene’s Ch Just Enjoy Navahoo (BSH a) M 26/11/2020 (see class M191 above) 

 

Class M199F  British Blue Adult Female 

1st CC - Kisieliene’s Polly of Harmony Gardens (BSH a) F 17/05/2022 

Reasonable head type, she has quite nice, rounded contours overall and width across the top of the head.  Her ears 

are a little large and stand tall on her head. Chin is fairly firm, bite level. Expression is  bit closed.  Eyes fairly round , 

but with a bit of a flat top-line and she is very heavy browed. Medium gold eye colour.  She is a good size for her age 

and stage of development. Body type is fairly good, she has some breadth to chest and rump, and cobbiness in the 

body. Well boned legs and nice round paws. Tail thick and rounded at the tip, of a good length. The coat is fairly 

short and dense with some feeling of resilience. The coat colour is a mid blue, which pales at the roots and is quite 

heavily silvered. A slightly shy girl, but she handled well out of the pen, with reasonable type and coat, with some 

maturing still to do. 

 

2nd  - Kimaja’s Furryblisslove Arnusha (BSH n) F 10/05/2022 

Head type fairly round, but she could to with a bit more width across the top of the head. Muzzle is  little square.  

Her ears are medium in size and also set a little tall on the head. Chin is firm, bite level. Expression is  fairly open.  

Her eyes are round and nicely shaped and fairly well set. However, her eye colour is gold at the periphery, but with a 

pronounced green rim, which is a withholding fault.  She is a little small in size overall, but her body type is fairly 

good, with some breadth to chest and rump, and cobbiness in the body. Reasonably well boned legs and round 

paws. Her tail is thin and tapers to the tip, with some shadow tail rings. The coat is reasonably short and dense with 

some feeling of resilience. The coat colour is a mid-blue, which pales at the roots and lightly silvered. A sweet girl 

who handled well, but her eye colour is incorrect hence her second placing today.  

 

BOB - Kisieliene’s Ch Just Enjoy Navahoo (BSH a) M 26/11/2020 
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Class M201 British Black Silver Tabby Adult  

1st CC - Wren’s Delphinium Summer-Morning (BSH ns 22) F 10/07/2020 

Reasonably rounded contours to the head, she is a little flat on top. Medium-sized, slightly flared ears, but otherwise 

well set. Eyes fairly round and well set, with green colour to centre.  Chin firm, bite level. Could have a bit more 

width and roundness to the muzzle for perfection. Nose is a little long. Reasonably good open expression. Her body 

development is good and she is a nice size. Again, reasonably good breadth to chest and rump, and cobbiness in the 

body. Moderately well boned legs ending in firm paws. Tail thick at the base tapering a little to the tip, with clearly 

defined broad black, well separated tail rings. The coat is reasonably short and dense, with some feel of crispness 

overall. The coat colour is intense inky black pattern on a bright silver ground colour, with the pattern elements 

showing good contrast to the ground colour. All elements of the classic pattern are good, with one complete 

necklace and reasonably complete oysters. Butterfly is quite well formed, multiple bars down the legs. Although I 

thought her head type could have been a bit rounder overall, the profile shorter and muzzle broader, I liked her 

overall body type, pattern and coat. She was a sweet natured girl who handled well and see med to take the day in 

her stride. Happy to give her CC and BOB today. 

 

BOB - Wren’s Delphinium Summer-Morning (BSH ns 22) F 10/07/2020 

 

Class M207 British Bluecream/Lilac Tortie/Fawn Tortie Adult 

1st CC - Kisieliene’s Amberkiss O’Lialia (BSH g) F 28/10/2020 

Really nice head type on this girl, with  rounded contours from all aspects and nice width to the muzzle, which is very 

slightly squared off. Short and balanced in profile. Ears medium to small in size and well set. Eyes round, well set and 

opened, of medium/pale gold colour.  Chin firm, bite level. Really good open expression. Nice body type, with 

breadth to chest and rump, and cobbiness in the body. She is a fairly good size. Standing low on well boned legs with 

firm round paws. Tail thick at the base and rounded at the tip, of a good length to balance the body. The coat is 

short, dense and fairly crisp. The coat colour is shades of mid blue, light and dark cream, which are fairly well 

mingled, with some stronger patches of cream on the throat and chest, but still broken with contrasting blue colour. 

Colour broken to all four paws. A really nice girl, happy to give her CC and BOB today and my second pick of the day.  

 

BOB - Kisieliene’s Amberkiss O’Lialia (BSH g) F 28/10/2020 

 

Class M215 British Bi-Colour Adult 

1st CC - Cosma’s Iresymbr Donna  (BSH c 03) F 20/07/2021 

Round contours to the head, with good width across the top between the ears.  Medium-sized, well-set ears. Eyes 

round and well set of a  medium gold in colour.  Chin firm and bite level. Nice short profile and  good expression. 

Reasonable body development with some breadth to chest and rump, but she was looking a little out of kilter and 

immature in the body at this present time. Fairly well boned legs and firm paws. Tail thick at the base and rounded at 

the tip. The coat was short and crisp but could have been a bit denser for perfection on the day. The coat colour was 

a nice shade of frosty lilac with some blush colour to it, fairly sound to the roots. Just about 1/3 white to colour with 

a nice inverted V over her face.  A nice girl, but could do with a bit more substance in the body.  

 

BOB - Cosma’s Iresymbr Donna  (BSH c 03) F 20/07/2021 

 

Class M218M British Colourpointed (incl Cinnamon/Fawn) Adult Male 

CNH – Dagger’s Jasper Romeo  (BSH b 21 33) M 05/06/2020 

 

Class M218F British Colourpointed (incl Cinnamon/Fawn) Adult Female 

1st CC N/A - Richardson’s Sandylane Matilda  (BSH c 33) F 21/04/2021 

Nice round head and expression, with good width to the top of head. Ears medium in size, well-shaped and set. Eyes 

round and well set, with good blue colour to centre. The chin is firm, but the bite is undershot. Her body type is 
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good, with some breadth, strength and cobbyness, but a little immature looking at this present time. She could do 

with a bit more heft and substance. Good boning to legs, ending in firm round paws. The coat texture is good, short 

and crisp with reasonably good density.  The coat colour is pale magnolia with balanced colour to the points on the 

head, legs and tail. The points colour was a pale rather bluish shade of lilac, which could have had a bit more pinky 

blush and warmth for perfection. A sweet-tempered girl who handled well but she was undershot, hence the 

rationale for withholding the CC and BOB 

 

BOB – N/A 

 

Class M220 British Golden Tipped Adult 

1st CC - Kimaja’s Flash’s Tomas (BSH ny 12) M 16/03/2021 

Head type is round, with good width across the top between the ears, he is however somewhat short in profile. 

Medium sized well set ears. Bite level. His muzzle could be a bit broader and rounder. Eyes round and with green 

colour to centre. Bite level and chin firm. Some strength behind the muzzle line and round cheeks.  The body type is 

good, with breadth to chest and rump and short cobby body. He could have a bit more substance in the body for 

perfection, for his age and stage of development. Tail thick at the base and rounded at the tip. Standing low on well 

boned legs. His coat is a little long and lacking in density, but has a nice crisp feel. The coat colour is a mid apricot 

basecoat, which darkens somewhat at the roots, but is evenly and fairly lightly tipped with black. A nice boy, his coat 

was a little lacking in density on the day, but he handled well and was deserving of his awards today. 

 

2nd -   Kimaja’s Furryblisslove Bourjois (BSH ny 12) M 12/04/2022 

Head type is round, however he is really very short in profile and has deep gutters under his eyes. His head is 

somewhat over-typed and he is correspondingly very undershot. His expression is somewhat closed. Medium sized 

well-set ears. Eyes round and with some hint of green colour to centre, but the eye colour is a bit muddy. Chin firm. 

The body type is very good, with breadth to chest and rump and short cobbiness in the body. Tail thick at the base 

and rounded at the tip. Again, standing low on well boned legs. His coat is a little long, but dense and crisp. The coat 

colour is lovely rich apricot basecoat  which is evenly and lightly tipped with black. This boy actually had many 

positive features, particularly his coat texture,  colour and tipping but he is severely undershot, which is a 

withholding fault. 

 

BOB – Kimaja’s Flash’s Tomas (BSH ny 12) M 16/03/2021 

 

Class M226 British Longhair Adult 

1st CC - Hill’s Astralcharm Pinky Promise (BLH c 03) F 01/04/2022 

Nice rounded head type, with balanced medium profile . Medium-sized nicely set and shaped ears.  She is a tiny bit 

heavy browed, but otherwise has a nice expression. Eyes round and well set of a lovely shade of deep gold.  Chin 

firm and bite level.  Fairly good breadth to chest and rump, and cobbiness in the body, well boned legs and firm 

paws, with tufts between the toes. Tail thick at the base and rounded at the tip and a good length.  The coat is 

reasonably dense, some feel of resilience, semi-long in length and flowing. Ruff developing. The coat colour is a mid-

shade of lilac, it could do with being a bit lighter in shade and have more of a pinky blush for perfection. Clean 

demarcations to the white patching. Nicely prepared and handled well out of the pen. 

 

BOB -   Hill’s Astralcharm Pinky Promise (BLH c 03) F 01/04/2022 

 

Class M229 British Black Kitten 

1st - Slabodica’s Iresymbr Apollo (BSH n) F 06/10/2022 

This little lad’s head type is fairly round, but he is very slightly long in the nose and narrow in the muzzle. Ears small 

and well-shaped and set. His bite is level and chin firm. Eyes round, and well-shaped, the eye colour is still 

developing. His body type is reasonably good for his age and stage of development, with some weighty feel and 
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substance. Legs short and strong,  ending in rounded paws. Tail thick at the base but tapers a bit. His coat is short, 

quite dense but a bit kitten soft at the moment. The coat colour is mostly solid black, , with some ghost shadow 

markings, but it is flecked with quite prominent, white-tipped hairs, which is most irregular, as they mainly appear in 

lighter part of the ghost markings. This may be fever coat, but this unevenness of coat colour is the rationale for 

withholding the BOB unfortunately.  

 

BOB -   N/A 

 

Class M229M British Blue Kitten Male 

1st – Cosma’s Mitzuro Fig (BSH a) M 01/08/2022 

Fairly good rounded head type, however he is a little short in the profile and overtyped.   Small, neat well-set ears. 

Round eyes, fairly well set, with eye colour developing, a bit muddy at present. Chin firm and bite level. Expression a 

little closed. Body type is good, obviously he is still a baby, but he is balanced in the body, with strength and 

cobbiness evident. Short thick, well boned legs with round paws. Tail thick at the base and rounded at the tip. The 

coat is short and dense with some crispness, a little kitten soft at the moment. The coat colour is a mid-shade of 

blue, which is mostly sound. A sweet lad who handled well. 

 

Class M229F British Blue Kitten Female 

1st - Kehoe’s Federika of Last Hope (BSH a) F 04/09/2022 

I liked this girl. Rounded head type and small, neat well-set ears. Round well-shaped eyes, they could be a bit bigger 

and more open for perfection. Eye colour developing, a bit muddy at present, but deep gold coming to centre . Chin 

firm and bite level. Her expression is nice. Body type is good, solid and cobby, standing fairly low on well boned legs 

ending in firm, round paws. Tail thick at the base and rounded at the tip. The coat is short, dense and fairly crisp, but 

also a little kitten soft at the moment. The coat colour is a mid-to pale shade of blue, which is fairly sound. A nice 

typy girl, shown in nice condition and with a nice temperament, who I liked a lot. 

 

2nd -  Slabodica’s Iresymbr Abby (BSH a) F 11/09/2022 

Fairly rounded contours to the head. Ears medium in size and set a bit upright. Eyes round with colour developing. 

Expression is fairly open. Chin firm and bite level. Her body type is fairly good, she is a little rangy in the body at 

present. Legs are fairly well boned, they narrow a bit at the base into the paws. Paws firm. Tail thick at the base and 

fairly rounded. The coat is short and has some feel of resilience but could be a bit denser for perfection. The coat 

colour is a mid-shade of blue, which is fairly sound. A sweet girl, who handled well and shown in nice condition. 

 

BOB -  Kehoe’s Federika of Last Hope (BSH a) F 04/09/2022 

 

Class M250 British Bicolour Kitten 

1st - Wang’s Iremoobr Angela (BSH a 03) F 23/08/2022 

Good roundness in the head width across the top. Ears medium in size, set a little upright. Chin firm, bite level. Eyes 

are round but a bit obliquely set and she is a little heavy browed. However, the eyes are a good intense shade of 

deep copper/gold. Very well grown and a good size. She has quite good body type, a little out of kilter with her head 

and body development at the moment, as she starts to approach adolescence. Standing a little tall on her legs, but 

the legs are well boned. Tail thick and rounded. The coat is short dense and fairly crisp. Coat colour is a nice shade of 

mid blue, fairly sound at the roots and unsilvered, with good clean demarcation to the clean white patching. 

Approximately 1/3 white to colour, with inverted V over the face and collar. A good sized, well grown girl, deserving 

of her awards and was awarded best kitten. Congratulations! 

 

Absent -  Wang’s Niceday Anna (BSH n 03) F 06/07/2022 

 

BOB - Wang’s Iremoobr Angela (BSH a 03) F 23/08/2022 
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Class M260 British Longhair Kitten 

1st - Kimaja’s Furryblisslove Carmen (BLH ny 25) M 08/09/2022 

Head type is fairly good, with rounded contours and width between the ears. He is a little short in profile and has 

slight gutters under his eyes. Small sized well-set ears. Bite is very slightly under but touching. Eyes round and with 

good deep green colour coming to centre. Chin firm. Some strength behind the muzzle line and rounded cheeks.  He 

is a little on the small size, but he is still young. Overall, his body type is good and he is solid and stocky. Tail thick at 

the base and rounded at the tip, with coat plumes. Legs short and well boned, with tufted toes.  His coat is semi- 

long and flows nicely, with nice density and resilience. He has a bit of a ruff.  The coat undercoat colour is lighter 

shade of apricot, which is evenly ticked, although the three bands of ticking are not strongly evident. Some faint 

tabby markings to the face. A sweet lad. 

 

BOB - Kimaja’s Furryblisslove Carmen (BLH ny 25) M 08/09/2022 

 

Class M297 British Longhair Neuter 

1st PC N/A– Kiely and Walsh’s Irenovbr Guffy (BLH b) MN 22/03/2021 

This lad’s overall type is quite good. Nice balanced head type, with good, rounded contours. Medium-sized well set 

ears, slightly flared at base, but otherwise well set. Eyes round, well opened and set. But although the periphery of 

the eye is medium gold in colour, he has a very strong green rim around the iris.  Chin firm, bite level.  Nice 

expression. Good breadth to chest and rump, and some cobbiness in the body. He could have been a little weightier. 

Well boned legs and firm paws. Tail thick at the base and rounded at the tip, with plumy feathers. The coat is semi 

long and resilient, however the preparation was very inadequate. The coat colour is a nice warm shade of chocolate, 

paling a bit at the roots. Overall, I thought he was quite a nice lad, but he had a green rim to his eyes and his coat 

show preparation let him down a bit today. 

 

BOB - NA 

 

Class M556 Pedigree Pet Shorthair Kitten 

1st– French’s Bosie (PPS n) MN 11/08/2022 

A sweet little chap of brown Burmese type. Lovely type and coat.  Beautifully presented and charmed me with his 

very nice personality.  

 

2nd – O’Shea’s Jolleytots Skylar-O Shea (Shorthair Pedigree Pet (SIA b)) MN 19/05/2021 

Well grown cat of tabby point Siamese type. Not in the best of moods by the time we got to him today. Lovely 

looking boy, but I was not able to assess him fully as I think he had had enough. 

 

BOB - French’s Bosie (PPS n) MN 11/08/2022 

 

Miscellaneous Classes 

Class M503 Breeders British Adult 

1st Hill’s Astralcharm Platinum Passion (BSH c) F 16/05/2022 

2nd Cosma’s Iresymbr Donna  (BSH c 03) F 20/07/2021 

 

Class M504 Breeders AOC Section 3 Adult 

1st Kimaja’s Furryblisslove Arnusha (BSH n) F 10/05/2022 

2nd Kimaja’s Furryblisslove Panther Alfie (BSH n) M 19/05/2022 

3rd Kimaja’s Furryblisslove Bourjois (BSH ny 12) M 12/04/2022 
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Class M509 AV Sections 3 – 4 Non-Breeders 

1st Hill’s Pawsome Black Steel (BSH n) M 20/05/2019 

2nd Howard’s Ch Coco Wave Cult (CRX n 03) M 18/10/2021 

X 2nd Kehoe’s Oscar Samante-Bohemia (BSH c) M 17/04/2022 

3rd Kehoe’s Elon Von Shmidt (BSH a) M 24/02/2021 

 

Class M509 AV Sections 3 – 4 Non-Breeders 

1st Hill’s Pawsome Black Steel (BSH n) M 20/05/2019 

2nd Howard’s Ch Coco Wave Cult (CRX n 03) M 18/10/2021 

X 2nd Kehoe’s Oscar Samante-Bohemia (BSH c) M 17/04/2022 

3rd Kehoe’s Elon Von Shmidt (BSH a) M 24/02/2021 

 

Class M511 Sections 3 – 6 Limit Adult 

1st Redmond’s Joyeux Gilded Glamour (BUR b) F 06/04/22 

2nd Howard’s Ch Coco Wave Cult (CRX n 03) M 18/10/2021    

X 2nd Kimaja’s Teddybrits Frankiln (BSH a) M 15/04/2020 

3rd Cosma’s Iresymbr Donna  (BSH c 03) F 20/07/2021 

 

Class M512 Sections 3 – 6 Special Limit Adult 

1st Kimaja’s Teddybrits Franklin (BSH a) M 15/04/2020 

2nd Kimaja’s Flash’s Tomas (BSH ny 12) M 16/03/2021 

 

Class M513 Sections 3 – 6 Junior Adult 

1st Hill’s Astralcharm Pinky Promise (BLH c 03) F 01/04/2022 

2nd Howard’s Ch Coco Wave Cult (CRX n 03) M 18/10/2021    

X 2nd Kimaja’s Flash’s Tomas (BSH ny 12) M 16/03/2021 

3rd Redmonds Joyeux Dreamcatcher (BUR a) F 13/04/22 

 

Class M515 British Breeders Kitten 

1st Wang’s Iremoobr Angela (BSH a 03) F 23/08/2022 

2nd Cosma’s Mitzuro Fig (BSH a) M 01/08/2022 

3rd Kimaja’s Furryblisslove Carmen (BLH ny 25) M 08/09/2022 

 

Class M516 Breeders AOC Section 3 Kitten 

1st Wang’s Iremoobr Angela (BSH a 03) F 23/08/2022 

2nd Kimaja’s Furryblisslove Carmen (BLH ny 25) M 08/09/2022 

 

Class M523 AV Sections 3 -4 Debutante Kitten 

1st Kehoe’s Federika of Last Hope (BSH a) F 04/09/2022 

2nd Wang’s Iremoobr Angela (BSH a 03) F 23/08/2022 

X 2nd Sipailienes Skindex Kona (SPH n) F 01/07/22 

3rd Cosma’s Mitzuro Fig (BSH a) M 01/08/2022 

X 3rd Kimaja’s Furryblisslove Carmen (BLH ny 25) M 08/09/2022 
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Class M525 AV Sections 3 - 6 Male Kitten 

1st Slabodica’s Iresymbr Apollo (BSH n) F 06/10/2022 

 

Class M526 AV Sections 3 - 6 Male Kitten 

1st Kehoe’s Federika of Last Hope (BSH a) F 04/09/2022 

2nd Wang’s Iremoobr Angela (BSH a 03) F 23/08/2022 

3rd Kimaja’s Furryblisslove Carmen (BLH ny 25) M 08/09/2022 

 

Class M533 AV Sections 3 - 6 Non-Breeders 

1st Mackenzie’s Daddyo Talkie Toaster (DRX b) MN 14/09/21  

 

Class M535 Sections 3 - 6 Limit Neuter 

1st Kiely and Walsh’s Irenovbr Guffy (BLH b) MN 22/03/2021 

 

Class M536 Sections 3 - 6 Special Limit Neuter 

1st Kiely and Walsh’s Irenovbr Guffy (BLH b) MN 22/03/2021 

 

Class M537 Sections 3 - 6 Junior Neuter 

1st Kiely and Walsh’s Irenovbr Guffy (BLH b) MN 22/03/2021 

 

Class M538 Sections 3 - 6 Senior Neuter 

1st Redmond’s Girona Artful Dodger (BUR d) MN 28/03/19  

 

Class M557 AC Kitten 

1st French’s Bosie (PPS n) MN 11/08/2022 

 


